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Wine Pairing Video 

 

Open on White Background 

 

Brookside Packages and Table Card with wine cork in front out it fade up 

 Bag on Left: Pomegranate 

 Bag in Center: Acai 

 Bag on Right: Goji 

 Table Card features Brookside Logo and “Wine Pairing” 

 

Bags, Table Card and Cork rotate clockwise and Pomegranate and Goji Bags fan out to flank 

Acai 

 

Bags, Card and Cork continue to rotate clockwise and Pomegranate and Goji Bags slide back 

behind Acai, leaving only that Bag visible 

 

Acai Bag, Card and Cork continue to rotate clockwise until Card and Cork disappear and back 

of Acai Bag is shown 

 

Empty Wine Glass appears and rotates along with Bag 

 

As Bag and Glass continue to rotate and begin to face forward, Merlot Bottle slides into frame 

from left and Table Card with “Acai + Blueberry Flavors” and Wine Cork slide into frame from left  

 

All Elements group together and rotate clockwise together 

 

Wine starts to appear and “fill up” the Glass as individual Brookside Pieces begin to appear in 

front of Bag 

 

All elements rotate clockwise together  

 

When Bag turns around to show the back of package, it changes to Pomegranate and Wine 

Glass changes to a different, empty Glass 
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Bag and Glass rotate and Wine Bottle disappears 

 

Bag and Glass continue to rotate as Pinot Noir Bottle slides into frame from right and Table 

Card with “Pomegranate + Fruit Flavors” and Wine Cork slide into frame from left 

 

Wine starts to appear and “fill up” the Glass as individual Brookside Pieces begin to appear in 

front of Bag 

 

All elements rotate clockwise together  

 

When Bag turns around to show the back of package, it changes to Goji and Wine Glass 

changes to a different, empty Glass 

 

Bag and Glass rotate and Wine Bottle disappears 

 

Bag and Glass continue to rotate as Cabernet Sauvignon Bottle slides into frame from right and 

Table Card with “Goji + Raspberry Flavors” and Wine Cork slide into frame from left 

 

Wine starts to appear and “fill up” the Glass as individual Brookside Pieces begin to appear in 

front of Bag 

 

All elements rotate clockwise together  

 

When Bag turns around to show the back of package, it changes to Acai and all other elements 

disappear 

 

Acai Bag rotates around revealing Table Card with Brookside logo and “Wine Pairing” and Wine 

Cork in front of bag 

 

As Bag begins to face forward, Pomegranate Bag slides out on left from behind Acai Bag and 

Goji Bag slides out from behind Acai Bag on right 

 

Bags fan out and hold 

 


